
McMaster Students Union Incorporated Meeting 
Sunday, March 22, 2015 – SRA 14Q 

Council Chambers, GH 111 
 
 

Called to Order at 10:29pm 
 
CALL OF THE ROLL 
Present Abbas, Brodka, Chennabathni, Craig, D’Angela, D’Mello, Dufault, Gillis, Guarna, Jama, 

Khanano, Kousoulas, Lehwald, Mallon, Mazza, Modi, Mohamed, Mordhorst, Narro 
Perez, Nestico-Semianiw, Oliveros, Osazuwa, Paul, Soukvilay, Stegmaier, Sun, Tambakis, 
Tweedie, Wilson, Zacharewicz 

Absent Excused  
Absent Soubas 
Late  Gill, King 
Others Present Dave Moore (MSUAA), Xenia Rybkina (MSU Member), Ryan Deshpande (MSU Member), 

Angela Mutoigo (MSU Member), Kayla Enriquez (MSU member), Emile Shen (MSU 
member), Natasha Sandhu (Services Commissioner), Shanthiya Baheerathan (WGEN 
Coordinator), Carly Hunter (WGEN), Ruchika Gothoskar (WGEN), Emma Perin (WGEN), 
Kay Krause (MSU Member), Jordan Manning (MSU Member), David Rios (MACGreen 
Coordinator), Naz Pakkal (SRA Elect), Katie Pita (MSU member), Kevan McDougall (MSU 
Member), Nicole Burke (SRA Elect), Lindsey Huff (MSU Member), Nishan Zewge-
Abubaker (Diversity Services Assistant Director), Lindsay D’Souza (FYC Advocacy 
Director), Christine Yachouh (MSU Member), Jess Shoker (Advocacy Coordinator), Mina 
Karabit (TAC Coordinator), Alan Rheaume (UA Commissioner), 
 Adam Moniz (MSU Member), Kaitlyn Gonsalves (MSU Member), Blake Oliver (MSU 
Member), Inna Berditchevskaia (MSU Member), Iman Banerji (MSU Member), 
 Megan Hsu (MSU Member), Naomi Pullen (DRO), Emilia Lussow (MSU Member),  
Mike Cheung (MSU Speaker), V. Scott (Recording Secretary)  

Chair Teddy Saull 
 
1. To approve a fee increase to the MSU Operating Fund Fee 
 
Moved by Mallon, seconded by Brodka that the Full Members of the Corporation increase the MSU Operating 
Fund Fee by 1.4% to $124.33 for 2015-2016. 
 

 Mallon went over the memo with the Full Members. He explained that the 1.4 percent increase was a 
happy medium, and that it would set the operating surplus at $40,000 for next year. Mallon stated that 
this will leave room for pilot services and any other initiatives for Board members. 

 Brodka explained that it was important that they continue to assess the growth of the operation, and that 
this was the recommendation coming forward.  

 D’Angela stated that he was in favour of the increase. He felt that freezing the fee makes sense on a case 
by case basis and shouldn’t be done all the time, as doing that defers the fee increases to future 
generations.  He explained that costs are going up and they need to have some wiggle room.  

 Gillis felt that this was not sustainable and that they need to be cognizant of that. He asked why only 1.4 
percent when in the bylaw it’s written that we raise the operating fee by CPI each year. Gillis stated that 
the 1.4 percent doesn’t address inflation in a growing organization. He urged the members to consider 
whether 1.4 percent is the answer.  

 Mallon mentioned that they will be freezing the MUSC Operating and the Marmor Fees. He explained that 
this will be money saved for students, and that with recovering costs from Shinerama will put them up to 
a $50,000 operating surplus. Mallon felt that it was the right choice to not increase the operating fee by 
the full amount of CPI. He explained that with this percentage they have room for growth.  
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 Tambakis felt that students have spoken about this when they voted for a president who wanted to freeze 

the fee. 
 Sun asked about the money being recovered from Shinerama.  
 Mallon stated that money will be recovered for direct costs from Shinerama, such as lollipops, and HSR 

fees. He added that Shine-off and t-shirts will still be paid for.  
 Osazuwa stated that he ran on the platform to freeze the fee, but the MSU is a non-profit organization 

and they shouldn’t be taking more from the students than what is needed, but at the same time the 
organization needs money to grow. He encouraged the Full members to vote in favour of this.  

 Brodka felt that this is more about the message being sent to students. He added that something to think 
about when talking about this is that if the MSU didn’t freeze the fee last year the MSU would probably 
have been in a better position of freezing it this year. 

 Gillis stated that he had heard concerns from the VP Finance that the MSU cannot afford to set a healthy 
amount of money aside for students for an emergency bursary, so he doesn’t see why only raising the 
amount by 1.4 percent is the answer. 

 Mallon responded that they have set aside a healthy amount of money for the emergency bursary, as 
there is $8,000 allocated for next year if it is approved. Mallon felt that this was more than enough for a 
pilot project, and that it would be $1,000 less than what the abilities pilot was allocated.  

 D’Angela addressed a point Gillis brought up and stated that if they raise the fee automatically by CPI it 
means that they aren’t being active managers. D’Angela stated that they need to be able to look at 
everything and having $50,000 in the operating fund is healthy. He added that by taking an extra $30,000 
from students doesn’t make them the best financial managers and hints that they aren’t looking out for 
the best of the students.  

 Gill supported the motion and stated that when Mr. Saull ran on freezing the fee the underlying message 
about it was thinking critically about it.  

 
Moved by Nestico-Semianiw, seconded by Mazza to Call to Question. 
 

In Favour: 27 Opposed: 5 Abstentions: 1 
Opposed: Brodka, Mallon, Narro Perez, Osazuwa, Gillis 

Abstained: Jama 
Motion Passes 

 
Vote on Motion 
Moved by Mallon, seconded by Brodka that the Full Members of the Corporation increase the MSU Operating 
Fund Fee by 1.4% to $124.33 for 2015-2016. 
 

In Favour: 29 Opposed: 3 Abstentions: 1 
Opposed: Gillis, Jama, Tambakis 

Abstained: Guarna 
Motion Passes 

 
 Gillis asked the Chair for a ruling on section 2.2 of Bylaw 5 on whether or not it applies. 
 The Chair rules that based on past precedent this will be allowed.  

 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
Moved by Nestico-Semianiw, seconded by Gill that the meeting of MSU Incorporated be adjourned. 
 

Passes by General Consent 
 
Adjourned at 10:56pm 
 
/vs 


